NOTE:
EXISTING EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON EXISTING BUILDING ROOFTOP TO REMAIN (NOT VISIBLE IN CURRENT VIEW):
- EXISTING T-MOBILE PANEL ANTENNAS, (4) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
- EXISTING T-MOBILE PANEL ANTENNAS TO BE RELOCATED TO NEW ANTENNA MOUNT, (6) TOTAL, (2) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
- EXISTING ANTENNA SKIRTS TO BE REMOVED, (6) TOTAL, (2) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
- EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIOS TO BE RELOCATED TO FRP BOX, (3) TOTAL PER ALPHA SECTOR

NOTE:
EXISTING RELOCATED T-MOBILE RADIOS INSIDE FRP SCREEN BOX, (3) TOTAL PER ALPHA SECTOR

EXISTING RELOCATED T-MOBILE TWIN AWS TMA, (3) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR
EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIOS, (6) TOTAL, (3) PER SECTOR BETA & GAMMA SECTORS
EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIOS INSIDE FRP SCREEN BOX, (3) TOTAL PER ALPHA SECTOR

EXISTING T-MOBILE L700 PANEL ANTENNA INSIDE FRP SCREEN BOX, (3) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
PROPOSED T-MOBILE L700 RADIO MOUNTED INSIDE FRP SCREEN BOX PER ALPHA SECTOR
PROPOSED T-MOBILE L700 PANEL ANTENNA INSIDE FRP SCREEN BOX, (3) TOTAL PER ALPHA SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
PROPOSED FRP SCREEN BOX PAINTED AND TEXTURED TO MATCH EXISTING BUILDING WIDTH TO MATCH BUILDING TOWER, (3) TOTAL PER ALPHA SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
PHOTOSIMULATION VIEWPOINT 2

EXISTING

- EXISTING EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON EXISTING BUILDING ROOFTOP TO REMAIN (NOT VISIBLE IN CURRENT VIEW)
  - EXISTING T-MOBILE TWIN AWS TMA, (2) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR
  - EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIOS, (6) TOTAL, (3) PER SECTOR BETA & GAMMA SECTORS
  - EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIO TO BE RELOCATED TO FRP BOX, (2) TOTAL PER ALPHA SECTOR

NOTE: EXISTING EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON EXISTING BUILDING ROOFTOP TO REMAIN (NOT VISIBLE IN CURRENT VIEW)

- EXISTING T-MOBILE TWIN AWS TMA, (2) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR
- EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIOS, (6) TOTAL, (3) PER SECTOR BETA & GAMMA SECTORS
- EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIO TO BE RELOCATED TO FRP BOX, (2) TOTAL PER ALPHA SECTOR

NEW

- PROPOSED & EXISTING EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON EXISTING BUILDING ROOFTOP (NOT VISIBLE IN CURRENT VIEW)
  - PROPOSED T-MOBILE LTE RADIO MOUNTED BEHIND PARAPET WALL PER BETA & GAMMA SECTORS
  - PROPOSED FRP BOXES WILL INCLUDE VENTS TOP & BOTTOM

- PROPOSED T-MOBILE LTE PANEL ANTENNA INSIDE FRP SCREEN BOX, (3) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR (TYP: ALL SECTORS)
- PROPOSED FRP SCREEN BOX PAINTED AND TEXTURED TO MATCH EXISTING BUILDING WIDTH TO MATCH BUILDING TOWER, (3) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR (TYP: ALL SECTORS)

EXISTING ANTENNA SKIRTS TO BE REMOVED, (6) TOTAL, (2) PER SECTOR (TYP: ALL SECTORS)

EXISTING T-MOBILE PANEL ANTENNAS TO BE RELOCATED TO NEW ANTENNA MOUNT, (6) TOTAL, (2) PER SECTOR (TYP: ALL SECTORS)

EXISTING RELOCATED T-MOBILE PANEL ANTENNAS, (6) TOTAL, (2) PER SECTOR (TYP: ALL SECTORS)
EXISTING

- EXISTING EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON EXISTING BUILDING ROOFTOP TO REMAIN (NOT VISIBLE IN CURRENT VIEW)
  - EXISTING T-MOBILE AWS TMA (3) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR
  - EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIOS (6) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR BETA & GAMMA SECTORS
  - EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIO TO BE RELOCATED TO FRP BOX, (1) TOTAL PER ALPHA SECTOR

NOTE:
EXISTING EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON EXISTING BUILDING ROOFTOP TO REMAIN (NOT VISIBLE IN CURRENT VIEW)
- EXISTING T-MOBILE TWIN AWS TMA (3) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
- EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIOS (6) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR BETA & GAMMA SECTORS
- EXISTING T-MOBILE RADIO TO BE RELOCATED TO FRP BOX, (1) TOTAL PER ALPHA SECTOR

GAMMA SECTOR

NEW

- PROPOSED & EXISTING EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON EXISTING BUILDING ROOFTOP (NOT VISIBLE IN CURRENT VIEW)
  - PROPOSED T-MOBILE LTE RADIOS MOUNTED BEHIND PARAPET WALL PER BETA & GAMMA SECTORS
  - PROPOSED FRP BOXES WILL INCLUDE VENTS TOP & BOTTOM

- PROPOSED T-MOBILE LTE PANEL ANTENNA INFRARED FRP SCREEN BOX (3) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
- EXISTING RELOCATED T-MOBILE PANEL ANTENNAS (6) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
- EXISTING T-MOBILE PANEL ANTENNAS TO BE RELOCATED TO NEW ANTENNA MOUNT, (6) TOTAL, (2) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)
- EXISTING ANTENNA SKIRTS TO BE REMOVED, (6) TOTAL, (2) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)

GAMMA SECTOR

PROPOSED FRP SCREEN BOX PAINTED AND TEXTURED TO MATCH EXISTING BUILDING, WIDTH TO MATCH BUILDING TOWER, (3) TOTAL, (1) PER SECTOR (TYP. ALL SECTORS)